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CHAPTER I
Introduction

1_1_3 General historical be ck* round — The teaching of
science in the American system of eduo tlon made its appearance
around 1800 when several of the larger academies offered science
in the form of natural history.

From its Inauguration, the new

subject evolved through many forms and concepts and finally be¬
came an Integral part of common education as biology, chemistry
or physics in the high school.

As these subjects grew in pop¬

ularity there was felt a need for an Introductory course In
science which would orovlde a background for them.

From this

need there resulted another new subject. General Science, which
first appeared between the years of 1910 and 1920.

Between

1920 and 1930 there was a marked rise and elaboration of the
General Science course, and it began to be offered in the ninth
grade.

.Vlth the great development of the Junior high school

movement, when the plan called for the 6-3-3 method of school
organization, biology, chemistry and physics became the standard
science courses of the three year high school and general science
was then placed in the last year of the Junior high school. (1)

iSL Early

alms of genera]

science — It is Interesting

to contrast the aims of the Infant subject and those of its
more mature form.

No doubt the objectives which were formulated

(l) Hunter, G. 77., Science Teaching in Junior and senior
Hlph School Levels: Chapter 1.
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earlier resulted from the acceptance of older learning products
of the advanced sciences.

Also teachers trained and experienced

In the special sciences and the psychological theory of formal
discipline may have had difficulty in comprehending clearly and
advancing efficiently the claims of the new material in the
terms of the newer phllosoohy of education.

At any rate, these

were the alms advanced for the study:
(a) to prepare for later study of special sciences;
(h) to acquire a fund of Information about nature and the
sciences;
(c) to develop observation, discrimination. Imagination,
and accuracy of thought.(2)
(3) Early science curricula and texts — At Its con¬
ception, general science consisted of several unrelated topics
and experiments outlined by the biology, chemistry and physics
teachers fundamentally for an introduction to the higher sciences.
Since few publications had made their appearance at this time re¬
garding the development of the general science curriculum, the
teachers constructed what they thou ht should be included In an
introduction.
widely varied.

Consequently content matter of the new course was
The early science texts were very similar.

Writ¬

ten quickly to supply a need, the books covered a wide sampling
of science topics, not logically arranged, but merely a brief
introduction of those topics which the author’s experience and
slant made him believe were a basis for the special sciences. (3)

(2) Pleper, C. J., Science in the seventh, al, hth,. and
Ninth Grades: p. 196.
(3) Hunter, G. ff., Science Teaching at Junior and senior
Hl-h School Levels: p. 37.
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j4)

Change, In emphasis — Dissatisfaction with the

subject matter offered upon the part of the pupils, the high
pupil mortality of science enrolments In later grades, and the
combined action of the parents and the press, resulted In an
awakening of authors, teachers, and curriculum committees.

They

became conscious of the fact that general science should not be
In preparation for a high school college course alone, but
should be of a type that would prepare for life activities. (4)
The realization by the public and pupils of the important role
science plays In everyday life forced educational leaders to
revise their views on alms, method and content of general science
courses.
(5) Change In alms — Around that time Briggs advanced
his famous aims for the junior high school, three of which show
the new emphasis which the public desired:
(a)
(b)

to find out and satisfy the needs of the pupils;
to explore the interests, aptitudes and capacities of
the pupils;
(c) to reveal to the pupils possibilities In the major
fields of learning.(5)

Soon after, Davis

(6) made similar proposals.

ically about science. Van Denburg declared (7)
teach science

Speaking specif¬
that we should

"--because our children need to know the ways

(4) Hunter, G. W., "Is There Sequence In Secondary school
Science?"
School and society: XX (June, 1924); pp. 316-327.
(5)

Briggs, T. H., The Junior High School; p. 26

(6) Davis, C. 0., Junior HI, h school
(7)

;duc itlon; Chap. IV.

Van Denburg, J., The Junior Kl;,h School Idea; p. 165.
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Solence helps them to live In the fullest extent."

Talking; ,lt

some length about the old alms of general science versus the
new. Hines expounded three needs for general science In the
junior high school In 'these statements:
(a) *^lntr0dUGtory course <ln general science) Is needed
that not only will explain the natural phenomena but
will lay the foundations for further scientific study.
(b)

There Is a need for a pupil to gain a knowledge of
science in some place besides enrolling In a laboratory
class In a unit course.
J

(c)

There is a need for a course in science that will re¬
late natural phenomena to the activities of life as the
child will later find them. (8)

The decided change in emphasis Is noticed In these needs for
the science curriculum advanced by Bode in his discussion of the
curricula of modern time and the future:
(a) a greater working knowledge of science and its appli¬
cation to the solution of dally life problems with
special reference to health, safety, economics, eugen¬
ics, and euthenlcs;
(b)

greater working knowledge of the facts, forces, and
relationships of social life;

(c)

greater participation In Individual and group resnonsibllities for selection, planning, or executing home,
school, and community enterprises;

(d)

a greater working knowledge of the facts, problems and
methods of consumer functions with reference to health,
economic, aesthetic, and social values.(9)

Continuing, he stresses the fact that science should occupy a
more Important place in the

junior high school curriculum lnte-

(8) Hines, H. C., Junior Hl*:h School Curricula; Chap. XV.
(9) Bode, B. H., “The Most Outstanding Next Steps for Cur¬
riculum Workers in the United States."
Teachers College Record
December, 1928.
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grated more closely with history,

social studies, and health

education.
Summarizing these citations, then. It Is found that
modem general science alms are quite different from those
stated previously.

According to the authorities whose state¬

ments were mentioned above, general science courses should offer
subject matter which wills
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

explain the Immediate environment to the children;
induce civic and social consciousness;
induce Improvement of home and community conditions;
produce clear, logical thinking;
educate for sensible and healthful living;
educate for full use of leisure;
educate for parenthood;
provide possibilities for the selection of future
courses in science and life work.
(6) Change In method -- With the shift in emphasis

there also developed a change In the method in instruction.

In

the beginning the teaching of science was accomplished in much
the same manner as were the other subjects of the curriculum.
Either the textbook was drilled, facts, principles and all. Into
rather bewildered youngsters; or the facts, principles, and all
were forced upon the children by way of lectures. (10)

Discus¬

sing the older methods of science Instruction, Pieper, and the
rest of the committee (ll),
the study of the subject.

strongly condemn them as harmful to
Their opinion, which follows the trend

of many of our outstanding educators, is quoted here:
Science is essentially an experimental study of materials

(10) Hunter, G. W., Science Teaching at Junior and senior
HI: h School Levels; pp. 162 and 165.
(11) Pieper, C. J., Science In the Seventy. El hth. and
Ed.; 31st YearNinth Grades; National Society for the Study of
book; Part 1; p.

213.
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and phenomena and requires, therefore, learning activities that
are designed to solve problems relating to concrete and object¬
ive instructional materials, whether in pure science or in its
applied aspects.
science taught in the old logical method was greatly responsible
for the dissatisfaction causing the awakening of public and ed¬
ucational leaders discussed previously.

Through interest studies,

discussions with pupils, and various other methods of contact
with children, experlmentors all came to one conclusion—science
lends itself best to the psychological approach in teaching.
a. Activities — In their everyday life, children
react to their environment and whatever phases of science know¬
ledge and material which they experience by certain activities.
Bringing life to the classroom, education has evolved into a
series of physical and mental activities chosen and arranged to
interest and orient the child in the unit in progress.

So it

is with science teaching--not the old textbook or lecture methods, but a well directed objective series of activities and ex¬
periences provides a firm psychological method of approach and
instruction.
b. Listing

and classification of activities —

These activities fall into three classificationss
(a)

those designed for the purpose of gaining new abilities,
new skills, new knowledges, new interests, -and new
r 1111tudes *
(b) those designed to give practice in the use of abilities
previously gained;
(c) those designed to give the pupil means of measuring his
acquisition of the learning products sought.(12)

(12) Pieper, C. J., The seventh, Eighth and Ninth
rr.&esj
National Society for the Study of Education; 31st Yearbook;
Part 1; p. 214.
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Pleper llst3 forty-four activities which have proven In practice
to be worthwhile and valuable.(13)

These, well chOBen and well

directed, take the "busy work", aimless activity, and memory
and drill of detailed facts from science class, replacing them
with inspired interest and soulful satisfaction.

In addition,

provisions can easily be made to care for individual differences
in the capacities and interests of the children.
With activity as the basis, three well known plans are
being used extensively in science teachings

The Problem Method

(14), The Project Method (15, 16), and The Morrison Plan (17).
There are many more methods used in providing interesting exper¬
iences for the children.

Those which have proven of value are:

demonstrations, class experiments, field and museum trips, and
Instruction by the use of visual materials.

All of these are

relatively new methods and they indicate the change which has
taken place in science teaching.
(7)

Chance in content — The content matter of a

science curriculum is more or less tied up with its aims and
emphasis.

With the change in objectives of Junior high school

(13) Op.

cit. pp. 214-216.

(14) Dewey, J., Democracy and.Educations Chapter II.
(15) Kilpatrick, W. H.,
Quarterly; Volume I

"Project Teaching'’; General lienee

(February, 1917)5 PP.

/1 r >
Trine
R K . "Technique and Value of Project T©£Chlnt In GLr“ (enoe" *, ’ General .cleru^^orlxI Volume VII;
(November, 1923); PP. 116-123.
(17) Hunter. G. W.. —~

High School Levelsj p. 183.

at JunIfirjadjaelgE
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Bclenc© there alao developed a change in the subject matter to
conform to the new objectives.

Content of a course which adheres

to the list of aima stated above Yjould necessarily have to touch
upon a wide range of science units.

A glance at current acience

texts and curricula would clearly demonstrate the scope of gen¬
eral science as taught today.

There is a decided lack of unan¬

imity in the content of Junior high school science.

However,

there is a fairly logical reason for this lack of unison.
declares in his report (17)

Pleper

that subject matter should deal with

activities and problems interesting to the child and which form
part of his experiences.
ion,

The emphasis, in his committee's opin¬

should be placed on practical adjustments to environment by

means of activities that are based on direct and concrete ex¬
periences.

Hunter (18) concurs with these words:

-It would seem that the underlying philosophy of the
course should be based on the relationship of the environment
to the child; first as an individual and later as a growing
citizen in the environment of the school and community.
In
such a course the materials of science should be integrated
with the curricula materials of geography, history, civics, and
especially health education.
Thus,

it may be seen, from these sources,

that subject matter in

separate communities may, through environmental factors, lack
unanimity as a logical result.
(8)

Trend to lower grade levels -- The recognition of

science as a major factor in modern life prompted changes not
only in emphasis, methods, and content, but also in the number

(17) Op. cit.
(18) Hunter, 0. W., & Whitman, J. R., Problems in General
Science: Foreword to Teachers.
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of yeara science ahould be offered In junior high eohoola.

When

first Introduced, general science was placed Into the ninth
grade where It remained for a number of years.
of Reorganization of Science (19)

The Committee

In 1920 recommended a rather

radical departure from that program by suggesting that general
science should not only be taught In the ninth grade, but should
be placed In the seventh and eighth grades of the Junior high
school In addition.
mittee (20)

The program outlined by Powers and his com¬

In 1932 suggested that general science be offered

three periods a week. In grades seven and eight, and five periods
a week In grade nine.

Following the suggestions of these reports

science courses were revised In a large number of communities.
There Is still a tendency for a downward growth through the
Junior high school Into the elementary grades.
(9)

Placement of content — The Introduction of science

Into grades seven and eight,

the new philosophy of education,

and the large mass of science material now available, has created
a dilemma for educators to solve—that of placing subject mutter
In a specific grade to produce the most efficient results.

The

first attempt to suggest a sequence was the report of the Com¬
mission on the Reorganization of secondary Education (21) which
suggested the following, program:

(19)

Reorganization of science In secondary ,-chools.

(20) Powers, S. R., The Plan of the i-ubjlc schools and,.the
Program of science Teaching.

(21) Reorganization of science Ip secondary, schools.
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peventh or hi, hth your:
Five periods a week; or both years with three periods
a week.

Content—general science Including hygiene.

Ninth Year;
Five periods a week.

Content—biological science In¬

cluding hygiene; courses may consist of general biology, botany,
or zoology.
The Department of Superintendents'
offered the following, sequence:

fifth yearbook (22)

biological material In the

seventh grade; health materials In the eighth, and physical
science In the ninth year.

Cox (23)» however, derided this

offering by remarking that the child didn’t live in a biological
world In the seventh grade,

in a health world in his eighth, and

in a world of physical science durtngfiia ninth year, but he did
live In a world of things,
time.

phenomena, forces and people all the

No other reports could be found which would comment

specifically on the placement of subject matter into certain
grades.

This is no doubt due tc the belief that science courses

should interpret the immediate environment of the child,

from

a survey of various science courses there may bo found a fair
correlation of subject matter in grade nine but a wide divergence
noticed In grades seven end eight.
(3 0) How to discover content and placement

one

(22) National Education Society; Department of superintend¬
ents; Fifth Yearbook; 1927.
(23)
ter II.

Cox, P. w..

The Junior m *

Curriculum; Chap-
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wiahed to discover what materials were offered in general science
and their placement In the junior high schools, he could follow
several procedures.

First, he could collect all the courses of

study In a pi yen region and from those determine by means of
tabulation what the majority of communities offered In each

rade

Second, he could review all the current textbooks In the Bame
region and follow much the same procedure as the first.

Grade

placement In this type of survey may be difficult as many of the
texts give no suggestions In regard to grading.
make a check-list questionnaire.

Third, he could

In itself a tabulation of sub¬

ject matter offered in several texts and science courses, and
send these to teachers of science In the Junior hlc,h schools of
the region asking their cooperation In checking the v/ork taught
and

its grsde placement.

With these returned, the student could

determine fslrly accurately (providing, enough questionnaires are
returned)

the content and grade placement.

These could be tab¬

ulated with greater ease and efficiency.
The method of determining what units were taught in
general science was used In this study.
naire was nrepared and sent to all
Ing

Junior high schools.

the towns and cities maintain

The returns from these communities

forms the basis of the following study.

*

A check-list question¬

/

RELATED LITERATURE

*
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Chapter II
Related Literature

A {treat deal has "been written end several studies
made In regard to content matter In science courses.

These

have been written and studied from a variety of views and phil¬
osophies.

Most of the studies and writings, however, are for

the determination of objectives, for when these are found, sub¬
ject content can be matched to them In sequence.
(1) Discovery of content through principles and objec¬
tives -- Selecting his material from the volumes of Nature Study
Review, courses of study In elementary science work, literature
on science teaching, and the works of specialists in the major
science fields, Craig (1) complied a list of statements to be
ueed as guides in selecting objectives of science for elementary
schools.

Submitting these to nearly 200 educated people, he

asked them to rank them according to what they thought //ere their
importance.
ranking.

From the returns, Craig determined the order of

Going still further, he evaluated the order by the

questions submitted by 7000 school children in grades one to
eight.

Downing (2), with the aid of several students, determined

the principles a course of science should develop from the study
of twenty text books in general science published between the

(1) Craig, G. 5., "Certain Techniques used in Developing a
Course of Study i
Science for the Horace Mann School"; Teachers
College, Columbia Unlv., Contrlb. to Ed.; No.276;1927; PP*12 &

k

(2) Downing,, E. R.,

"An Anaiysis of Textbooks in General^

Science"; General .science quarterly; 12 (May

9

)» PP«
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years

of 1915 and 1927,

authors

of general

although the

science

authors

subject matter,

of

was

the

of

textbooks
science

science

on

that

texts

the larger

then

study

to

she

plied

science

A more

of

(3)
Science

(4)

type

Vfeckel,

Klapp,

Weckel
and

and

review

amount

of

the

this

the

J.f

"A

..eneral

of

current
fourteen

the

a

in

the

the

result

over a wide

favored the ap¬
pure

science

type.

similar procedure

the past

the Offerln

quarterly;

for

from another

Submitting

them

on

presented

teachers

of

that during

Study

of

the problem

following a

science

the

received a basis

rather than

(6)

Davis

the content

of

exercises

majority

exercise

textbooks_

found some agreement

Attacking

the

of

an analysis

eighth grade

revealed

W.

the

from

study

laboratory manuals.

by

that

agreement upon

to determine

(4)

examined

that

of

study

Weckel,

Science

(5)
the

Volume

Meier,

Seventh
VIII

ht Most

L.,

"Are
In

Volume
L..

and

I.

,'ldely

the

XXII

Principles
Present

few years

s

of General

Volume

XI

(May,

1927);

"Current Practices
1924);

pp.

C.,

"Analysis

Used

Textbooks

and Mathematics:

Volume

of Organisation of Gen¬

Textbooks?"

(January,

Eighth Grades”;

(November,

(6) Davis,
jclence

A.

Evidenced

And Mathematics:

Cl

(5)

seventh

Texts";

through

study.

and

of

of

507-512.

eral

in

of

discovered

through

By making

study

discovered

recent

that

pp.

content

use,

Meier

popular texts

area,

to

of

course

of view,

of her

of

course

In

alms

the type and

fair degree

subject.

topics

standardized

more

on

studies have been carried on

a general

point

to agree

a

(3)

Klapp

the

study.

l2)__Discovery
Several

Investigation of

texts,

failed

there

major objectives

In his

^chool

1922);

pp.

in

Teaching

the

General

Science

44-51.

Science

of Science

quarterly;

1-7.
of

the

Subject Matter in the

In General

XXXI

(June,

science
1931);

;

PP*

389-39

•

16-
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authors

of

science texts,

on the whole, have come to a better

agreement of basic subject matter.
iBCovery of content throu h Interest studies —
Perhaps

some

of the most weighted discoveries

in regard to con¬

tent matter have come about through the study of the
of children.

The change of educational philosophy during the

present period to the centering of school
interest of the
teachers,

interests

activities around the

child has attracted the attention of authors,

and curriculum committees.

Finley

earlier investigators along that line.

(7)

was one

of the

Wording with children,

he discovered that their Interest was greater in regard to animal
life than to pint or physical science.
technique,

Curtis

(8)

found

that the

Adopting a similar

questions asked by

the

children regarding aspects of their environment had a great
amount of weight when discussions
syllabus.

centered around the

science

Many other studies were made along this line and their

findings are listed by Hunter in his
(4)

text

(9),

Discovery of content through the study of

periodi¬

cals.— Some ideas regarding the content of a general asience
course can be obtained by
magazines and

the comparison of science articles in

the textbooks in use.

Although the studies men-

(7) Finley, C. W., "Some Studies of Children’s Interest
in Science Materials"; ochool science and Mathematics; Volume
XXI

(January,

1921);

pp.

12-18.

(8) Curtis, F. D., "Some Values Derived from Extensive
Reading In General Science"; Teachers College, Columbia Univ.
Contrib.
(9)

to Bd.; No.
Hunter,

163;

1924.

G.

vV,,

Science TeachlnR at Junlpr and, senior

High School Levels;

bp.

64-96.
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tlonod below do not deal specirically with general science, they
are noted because of their possibilities,

because they do reach

a large cross-section of the public there should be a high cor¬
relation between everyday readings and materials offered In the
schools.

In his investigation, Hopkins (10) declares that bi¬

ology occurred with the greatest frequency although science
articles we re fairly well distributed in papers and magazines.
As a consequence, it Is his assumption that to meet this condi¬
tion biology should be offered in those grades where the greatest
number of people may be reached.

Searles and Fluch (11) at the

conclusion of their summary of science articles from leading
periodicals were In accordance with Hopkins.
(5) Discovery of content through the study of curricula
-- Using the results of five curriculum studies, the analyses of
five textbooks, and the topics included in eleven courses of
study, Harap and Fersing (12) evaluated the combination and
produced a list of 275 subject matter objectives each with their
relative values.

Going deeoer into this type of work, Cureton

(13) analyzed previous investigations and combined his findings

(10) Hopkins, L. T., "A Study of Magazine and Newspaper
Articles with Relation to Courses in science for High School";
School Science and Mathematics; Vol. XXV (March, 1925) 5PP. 125-133.
(11) Searles, A. H. and Patch, G. K., "A Study of Science
Articles in Magazines'1; school ~ clencc --.nd . . • t^ematice;
ol. XXVI
(April, 1926); pp. 273-290.
(12) Harap, H. and Perslng, E. C.# "The Present Objectives
in General Science"; L-clcncc education; Volume XIV u!arch, 1930) I

pp. 477-497.
(13) Cureton, E. E., "Junior High school science"; science
Education; Volume XIV (December, 1927)* PP» 767-775.
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with the topics of nine courses of study, the results of several
standard testa, and thirty-six texts and manuals In general
science.

From this synthesis he obtained 548 topics and prob¬

lems, 245 of which he announced as being most Important through
further study.

Curtis (14) made an elaborate study of three

courses of study considered to be outstanding—namely, those of
Denver, Detroit, and New York state, and combined his findings
with those he obtained fror^. an abstract of fifteen analyses of
materials appropriate for inclusion in a course of general science.
This work netted him a list of 1850 topics whic'r he evaluated
through statistical treatment.

Teachers College at Columbia

University, it was discovered, completed an evaluation of science
curricula of over 4<00 Junior high schools and ranked tho3e of
outstanding

mebit.

The course of nature study and general science

offered in the Junior high schools of Springfield, Massachusetts,
was included in the first ten in rank.(15)
The present study is an attempt to make the picture
more complete eo tsr

YsssachusettB is concerned by analyzing

what, is being taught in general science and the grade in which
It is being taught.

(14) Curtis, F. D., A Synthesis and ^Valuation __of Subjecthatter Toolcs in General Science.
Hunter, G. KScience Teaching at Junior and Senior
Hlrh School level; p. 1 J&T
(15)

/

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM AND SUMMARY OF PROCEDURE

***

*
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Chapter III
Statement of Problem and Summary of Procedure

The specific problem In this study is as follows:
■il_L_The problem — To discover and analyze the subject
matter units which are being taught in Junior High School Gen¬
eral Science and to evaluate these units as a basis for a Gen¬
eral Science Course to be used in Burlington, Massachusetts.
(2) Subjects and materials — A check-list question¬
naire was decided upon as the best means of contacting the 114
communities maintaining Junior high schools in the state.

This

was sent to 169 supervisors, principals, and teachers of science
with directions as to checking along with a letter requesting
the cooperation of the subjects and offering to return the re¬
sults of the Investigation if so desired.

To produce better re¬

turns, stamped envelopes were Included in the letters, and in
communities which could be reached easily personal visits were
made to those who were slow in returning the desired information.
From the number of letters sent, 106 communi cat ions were received
resulting in the contact with 86 different communities, a return
amounting to 75.4 per cent.
(~5) I rocedure — The general procedure in the study
was as follows:
(a) Preparation of check-list — In order to construct tVie
check-list, many old as well as current general science texts
were reviewed and combined with the findings irom studies of
science curricula from many states and cities of the country.
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These were organized Into subject units under the main fields of
science taught In the schools.

To provide for additional units

which might occur, blank spaces were Included at the end of each
section.

Columns were made to the left of the units for the

purpose of checking the grade In which the unit was taught.
lb)

Administering the questionnaire — To check the ques¬

tionnaire,

it was requested that a check be placed In the column

entitled ’’Taught", and the grade number In the column entitled
"Grade", If a unit In the list were taught in a particular
school,course, or system.
(c)

(See sample of check-list in appendix)

Tabulation of results — As the Information was received

the results were classified according to grades.

.Vhen this

procedure was concluded, the percentage of response of each unit
In specific grades was calculated by finding the number of re¬
turns there were for each grade, then dividing than number (55
in grade seven; 72 in grade ei^ht; 66 In grade nine) Into the
number of responses each unit received by grades.

Upon the de¬

termination of the percentage of response, the critical ratio of
the difference was computed for each item in combinations by the
statistical treatment outlined in Chapter IV and in Index II.
A critical ratio of 3 or more indicated whether the Item should
be tau ht In grade eight or nine.
were placed In

rade seven.

Any Items below that ratio

A discussion and grade listing fol¬

lows each table showing the percentages of response and the
cfcitlcal ratio for particular subject fields.
(d)

From the results tabulated and discussed previously, a

summary was drawn up showing the possibilities and limitations
of the study.

22

(©)

The summary showed a lack of unity In regard to a

standard course of science for the state.

This brought about

certain Implications which were discussed In the final chapter.

TABULATION

^ DISCUSSION OF DATA

■*#*
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Chapter IV
Tabulation and Discussion of Data

The results of the checking of the list are found In
this chapter.

It was thought that the results would be clearer

to the reader If the general organization of the check-list were
followed.

This has been done In the following pages under ap¬

propriate headings.
_(1) Discussion of returns of check-list — Although a
program of Junior high school science encompassing grades seven,
eight, and nine was suggested as the most feasible and modern
by the Committee of heorganlzation of Science (1), again by
Powers and his committee (2) in 1932, and by many of the leading
educational authorities, the returns showed that many of the
Junior high schools in Massachusetts are not in accord with the
suggestions.

From the 86 communities reporting, the information

list in Table I was accumulated.
Table I
Grades in Which Science is Taught in
86 Massachusetts Junior High Schools
Grades Taught
7 (only)
. 8 (only)
9 (only)
7 and 8
8 and 9
7, 8, and 9
Total

Number of Schools
1
4
13
15
14
39
86

(1) Heorganlzation of Science in Secondary Schools; U. S.
Bureau of Ed. Bull. 26; 1920*
(2) Powers, S. R., National Society for the Study of Ed.;
31st Yearbook; 1932; Chapter 1.
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A few additional unite were suggested by the subjects
but on the whole the questionnaire seemed to be fairly complete.
In one section, however, entitled physiology, two rather Im¬
portant subject units were overlooked, but those checking the
list seemed to notice no discrepancy as the number who did write
them in as taught In their school was exceedingly small.
Included In the questionnaire were two questions:
one, regarding guidance for future courses In specialized
sciences, and the other regarding the use of marks in determlnlng whether students should take future courses In science. The
first question will be dealt with In the data relatlnc to the
teaching of science units.

The other, since no provisions were

made to deal with the results by grades, will be noted here.
Twenty-six of the schools contacted declared emphatically that
marks were not the determining factor regarding the selection of
future courses of science.

Twelve declared that marks were usdd

In Judging whether a child should continue work In science.
Eleven said that marks were used partly for determination of a
- .
child’s choice and six stated that interest and aptitudes were
used by them as a basis of guiding a pupil's future selections.
(2) Analysis of check-list Items — The "percentage of
response" will be shown by tables Indicating the percentage of
Item by grades.

To determine these calculations, the number of

schools offering science in grade seven was found from Table I
(55)

The percent was figured by dividing the checks each unit

received in grade seven by 55 and. Its percentage of response was
revealed.

The same procedure was followed ior grade eight (72
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schools) and grade nine (66 schools).

The aecond step In the

analysis was to compute the standard error of each percentage
by means of the formula

CTP

ma

B . where P la the percentage,

q Its complement, and N the number of schools,

atep three was

to compute the standard error of the difference between each
combination ("7 vs. 8, 7 vs. 9* and 8 vs. 9) of percentages uBlng
the formula

°dp .a CT^2

+

0^ 2

where C^2 is the standard

error of grade seven percentage squared, and 0^q2 is the standard
error of grade eight percentage squared.
compute the ratio ^

The fourth step was to

(sometimes called the "critical ratio"),

where D Is the difference between the two percentages and
standard error of that difference.

the

For an example of the full

computation, see appendix II.
As pointed out In Chapter III, the reason for this
procedure was the fact that this study was not so much Interested
In the absolute size of the percentages as In their relative
size.

Is there a significant difference between the percentages

of teachers who think an Item should be In grade seven and those
who think It should be in grade ei^ht?

By convention, a critical

ratio of 3.0 or more Is taken to Indicate a significant differ¬
ence in response.

Using the above procedure, the analysis of

the check-list would be as follows.

I2L Results

in astronomy— Table II shows the result

of the computations for the section dealing with astronomy.
The absolute size of the percentages of response for the last

Table II
The Percentage of Response for the Several Items In Astronomy
Together with "the Critical Ratio of Difference

*

Percentage of
Response
8
9
7

Items

M
00
•
o

The solar system. 23.0
The sun and its influence. 29.0
The starry or sidereal system 11.0
The constellations. 20.0
The moon and its influence.... 16.0
Movements of the earth and
their results.. 20.0
Theories of the earth’s origin 16.0
Ancient beliefs about the stars
and the earth..
Telling time by the heavenly
bodies..
5.0
0.0
Comets and meteors...
Number answering...

55

49.0
48.0
38.0
52.0
52.0

51.0
49.0

Critical Ratio
7
7
vs. vs. vs.
8
9
9

45.0
51.0

3.2
2.2
3.8
4.0
4.7

3.3
2.3
3.4
3.0
4.4

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.8
0.1

50.0 49.0
29.0 43.0

3.7
1.8

3.7
3.5

0.0
1.8

35.0 35.0

2.2

2.1

0.0

1.0
0.0

2.0
2.0

1.2
0.0

0.9
0.0

0.1
0.0

72

66

36.0

tv/o Items would Indicate that teachers are agreed that these
Items should not be taught In Junior high school.

Referring to

the ratios in the last three columns, the following conclusions
may be made:

(a) The item "The solar system", according to the

teachers, should not be taught in grade seven.

The difference

between the percentages of response (23 and 49) for grades seven
and eight is significant (ratio 3.2).
for

The fact that the ratio

rades seven and nine is also significantly large (3.3)

would indicate that teachers are undecided as to whether the item
should be taught in grade eight or in grade nine,

(b) The item,

.,

"The sun and its influence", has no ratio as large as 3 0

and
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tho conclusion, therefore, would appear to be that teachers In
general have no good reason for not teochln^
(c)

It In grade seven,

"Theories of the earth's origin" received a ratio of 3.5

between grades seven and nine, and 1.8 between grades eltht and
nine.

This would Indicate that teachers have agreed th; t It

shouldn't be taught In grade seven, but In either grade eight
or nine; as to which grade, they are not exactly sure.
Using this method of Interpretation, the summary for
Table II would Indicate that teachers hr.ve pluoed the Items as
follows:
Grade 7

Grade 8 or 9
The solar system.
The starry or sidereal system.
The constellations.
The moon and Its Influence.
Movements of the earth.
Theories of earth's origin.

Sun and Its influence.
Ancient beliefs about the
stars and eorth.
Grade 8
None

(4) He suit a In physiography — The computations for
this section are shown In Table III.
Table III
The Percenta* e of Response for the Several Items In Physiography
Together with the Critical Ratio of Difference.

Ttflma

Percentage of
Response
7
-2—

Recognition of common rocks
27
32

27
28

32
35
38

27
29

32
25
14

38
41
17

36

forma11 ons
Changes In the earth's surface
Earth materials and their uses
Pinr*th

onri their uses
Geology of the re Ion.
1

a

16

18

Critical.. Ratio
7
7
vs. vs. vs.
8
_2_
2.3

0.4

1.9

0.0

1.0

0.5

0.5

1.0
0.0

0.6

1.3
1.4
0.2

0.5
0.3

0.7
2.0

0.5

In Table III none of the percentages of response show a critical
ratio of difference as large as 3.0.

The conclusion seems

evident that the teachers could see no reason why all of the
Items under Physiography should not be taught In trade seven.
The tabular arrangement for this section Is as follows:
i.rade 7
Recognition of common rocks and minerals.
Earth formations.
Changes in the earth's surface.
Earth materials and their uses to man.
Soils and their uses.
Geology of the region.
(5) Results In Weather — Table IV displays the com¬
putations resulting In this section:

Table IV
The Percentages of Response for the Several Items in Weather
Together v/lth the Critical Ratio of Difference.

Percentage of
Response
7

Items
Temperature...
Air Dressure...............
Winds and air currents.....
Storms
Cloud formations.
leather forecasting........
■

:. . ■

-

....
....
....
....
....
....

31
29
25
18
18
22

52
53
48
45

42
42

50
51
56
42
44
48

Critical Ratio
7
7 *T
vs. vs. vs.
8
-J2L2.4
2.7
2.7
3.4
3.1
2.5

2.1
2.5
3.7
2.8
3.3
3.1

0.2
0.2
0.9
0.3
0.2
0.7

--tt-

Following the above procedure, since the critical ratios for
"Temperature" are all below 3.0, this item is placed under grade
seven.

So, also, is the second item,

"Air pressure".

Teachers

are not decided as to whether "Winds and air currents" should be
in grade seven or eight (C.R. 2.7) or between eight or nine (C.
R

0.9). but the conclusion is evident that they would prefer
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eight or nine to seven.

The tabular arrangement would be:

Grade 7

Grade 8

Temperature
Air Pressure

StormB

Grade 8 or <5
Cloud formations
Winds und air currents
Weather forecasting

(6) Results in Energy and i’.r.chinos — A decided trend
toward grade nine is shown in Table V.
"T.-r -

z.:

i

"t:.

; .

Table V
The Percentages of Response for the Several Items in Energy and
Machines, Together with the Critical Ratio of Difference.
Critic.':! Ratio

Percentage of
Resoonse
8
.
7
9

Items
Fire.
Heat. ...
Sound TT.
Light. ....
Primary machines ...........
...
Steam en^ine
Water power....•••••••••••• ...
Windmill•••••••••••••••••»• ...
...
Gas en ine
Electricity................ ...
Trnnnmlsal on of nower...... ...
Matmetism...
Diesel enrlnes ..

29
22
4
7
0
2
11
11
o
5
2
9
o

34
34
24
31
14
13
21
11
8
18
8
24
0

59
68
68
72
72
63
60
29
77
66
66
69
2

~7
vs.
8
0.7
1.5
3.2
3.5
3.3
2.2
1.4
0.0
2.1
2.2
1.5
2.2
-

7
vs.
9

£T~
vs.
„9-

3.3 2.9
5.7 4.2
11.0 5.5
9.5 5.1
12.1 8.4
9.5 6.9
6.4 5.0
2.5 2.6
14.5 11.3
8.8 6.4
10.3 8.7
8.6 5.9
-

-

Here we see a decided concensus of opinion toward the placing
of all of the items listed in grade nine.

Only one, ’'Windmills",

received a ratio of less than 3, which would place it into grade
seven.

"Sound",

"Light", and "Primary machines” received ratios

of over three when the differences between grades seven and eight
were compared.

Ordinarily, this would designate the placement

of the items in grade eight, however, when the critical ratio
of difference between grades eight and nine, and t.even . rui nine,
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were computed, the much larger ratios undeniably placed them In
trade nine.

From this, then, we would designate grade placement

as follows:

££2*2 1

Grade Q

Windmill

Fire
Heat
Sound
Light
Primary machines
Steam engine
Water power
Gas engine
Electricity
Transmission of power
Magnetism

(7) Results In Industry — In Table VI are shown the
results of computations of the items In Industry.

Table VI
The Percentages of Response for the Several Items in Industry
Together with the Critical Ratio of Difference

Items
Types of industry.
Study of local industries.
Factors determining location..
Sources of power..
Science in industry.
Industrial diseases and control
Safety in industry...

Critical Ratio
Percentage of
3
7
7
Response
vs. vs. vs.
8
9
9
. 9 . 8
7
4
4
4
5
4
5
11

7
6
6
11
6
6
8

18
18
13
24
29
14
23

0.8
0.6
0.6
1.2
0.6
0.2
0.5

2.5
2.5
1.8
3.1
4.1
1.7
1.8

1.9
2.1
1.4
1.9
3.7
1.5
2.5

As the critical ratio in items "Types of industry", "Study of
local Industries", and "Factors determining location" is less
then three, these would be placed in grade seven.

So also would

"Industrial diseases and control" and "Safety in industry".
the comparison of percentages between grades seven andrlne,

In
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”Sources of power” Is relegated to grade nine because of the
ratio of 3.1.

The ratio of 4.1 between grades seven and nine,

and 3.7 between grades eight and nine, would seem an Indication
to place ”Science in industry” in grade nine.

The result of

these comparisons would give the placement of these Items as
follows:
Grade 7

G rade 9

Types of Industry
Study of local Industry
Factors determining location
Industrial diseases and
their control
Safety in industry

Science in industry
Grade 3 or 9
Sources of power

(8) Results in Transportation — A decided trend toward
grade nine is shown in Table VII.

Table VII
The Percentages of Response for the several Items in Transports
tlon. Together with the Critical Ratio of Difference.

Items
Early forms.................
,..
Railroad..
Transportation by water........
Automobile...
Airplane.
...
Safe driving..

Percentage of
Response
8
7
9
18
11
16
7
13
11

17
21
17
17
18
14

48
47
50
53
53
43

Critical Ratio
8
7
7
vs. vs. vs.
8 ..-30.1
1.5
0.1
1.8
0.7
0.5

3.7
4.0
4.3
5.1
5.2
4.5

4.1
3.3
4.4
4.8
4.5
4.2

In computing the critical ratio of difference between grades
seven and eight, the results in all the items were below 3, there¬
by removing these from grade eight.

However, when the same pro¬

cedure was followed between grades seven and nine, and eir>t and
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nlne. In all cases the results were well above 3.

From this the

conclusion Is drawn that all of the Items should be placed In
grade nine.
Grade 9
Early forms of transportation
Railroad
Transportation by water
Automobile
Airplane
Safe driving

19) Results in Communication -- A similar opinion is
regard to the placement of items under Communication is dis¬
played in Table VIII.

Table VIII
The I ercentage of Response for the Several Items in Communica¬
tion, Together with the Critical Ratio of Difference.

Percentage of
Response
Items_7
8
9

Critical Ratio
778
vs. vs. vs.

_

Early forms.
Telegraph.
Telephone.
Wireless.
Radio.
Television.

11
9
9
9
9
6

17
18
18
17
17
13

57
67
67
59
62
40

8

9

9

0.9
1.5
1.5
1.3
1.3
1.1

6.2
8.4
8.4
6.9
7.4
4.7

5.3
6.7
6.7
5.6
6.0
3.7

As in the previous sect1on, the ratio between grades seven and
eight in all items is less than 3.

Between grades seven and

nine, and eijit and nine, the ratios are well above 3, indicating
that these items should be placed in grade nine.
shown by the following list:

Placement is

Grade 9
Early forms of communication
Telegraph
Telephone
Wireless
Radio
Television
jl.Q) Results In Community —Table IX Indicates the
choice of the teachers In Community Items.

Table IX
The Percentages of Response for the oeveral Items In Community
Together with the Critical Ratio of Difference.

Percentage of
Response
“7
^
9~

Items
Water supply...
Sewage disposal.
Building of streets and roads.
Protection from fire.
Protection from disease.
Parks and their use...
Public service deoartments....
Community planning and zoning
Garbage disposal.

29
18
13
34
36
14
11
7
0

48
35
14
25
29
11
11
4
4

56
56
35
53
57
21
32
27
0

Critical Ratio
7
7
7
vs. vs. vs.
8_ 9
9
2.2
2.2
0.1
1.1
0.8
0.5
0.0
7.0

3.1
4.7
3.0
2.1
2.3
1.9
3.0
3.1

0.9
2.5
3.0
3.5
3.4
2.5
3.0
3.8
_

By virtue of the computations, the opinion of the teachers seems
to Ignore grade eight.

‘'Parks and their uses" did not receive

a critical ratio In any of the comparisons, thereby placing it
in grade seven.

When the ratios between grades seven and nine

was revealed, "Water supply" and "Sewage disposal" seemed desig¬
nated for grade nine.
and nine,

In the comparison between grades eleht

"Protection from fire" and "Protection from disease"

seemed most lo. lcally placed in grade nine.

Three items,
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Buildlng of streets and roads", "Public service departments",
and "Community planning and zoning" are also placed in grade
nine as the comparisons between grades seven and nine, and eight
and nine, in these items are bothsbove 3 in ratio.

Therefore

the placement of the topics under this section would be:
Grade 7

Grade 9

Parks and their use

Building of streets and roads
Protection from fire
Protection from disease
Public service departments
Community planning and
zoning.

Grade 8 or 9
Water supply
Sewage disposal

(11) The Results In Pomes and Buildings — The per¬
centages of response and the critical ratio of the items under
Homes and Buildings are listed in Table X.

Table :
The Percentages of Response for the Several Items in Homes and
Buildings, Together with the Critical Ratio of Difference.

Items
Building materials.
Types of buildings.
Construction.
»Yater supplies. ...
Li hting in the home..
Heating and ventilation.... ...
Modern conveniences. ...

Percentage of
Response
8
9
7
9
2
16

11
20
9

14
8
7
25
20
31
14

35
30
24
45
62
64
41

Critical Ratio
8
7
7
vs.
vs. vs.
8
9
0.8
0.7
1.4
1.2
1.4
1.1
0.8

3.7
3.9
4.0
3.7
7.0
5.5
4.4

2.9
3.4
2.3
2.4
5.5
4.1
3.7

From this table we see that the cooperating teachers believe
that this material is best taught in grade nine.

When the ratio

between grades seven and eight was computed, it was found to be
less than 3, and therefore unreliable.

However, when the same
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wss done between (trades sever, and fine, and eltht and nine, the
results were all above 3. making toe selection of all the Items
for grade nine reliable.

Grade placement follows.

Ggade 9.

Grade 8 or 9

Building materials
Types of* buildings
Lighting In the home
Heating and ventilation
Modern conveniences

Construction
Water supplies

112) The Results in oclonce in society — a better
dispersement of the items in this section is noticed in Table XI.

Table XI
The Percentages of Response for the Several Items in Science in
Society, Together with the Critical Ratio of Difference.

Percentage of
Response
~7
^
ST

Items
Modem explorations.
Great men of science.
Musical instruments..
Pictorial Art...
Moving and talking photography
Modern architecture..

9
32
7
2
2
2

15
36
10
1
3
0

24
57
33
8
27
6

Critical Rctlo
7
7
r*
vs.
vs. vs.
8
9
9
0.9
0.4
0.6
0.4
0.3

2.6
4.0
4.7
1.5
4.3

1.5
2.4
4.0
2.0
4.2

Two items, "vodem explorations” and "Pictorial art” received
ratios of less than 3.

Therefore, since no good reason can be

given for not doing so, they are placed in grade seven.

The

ratios between grades seven and eight are very small in all the
items and as a result placement of any of the items in grade
eight is not considered wise.

The rest of the items, particularly

"Moving and talking photography", by virtue of their high ratios.
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are placed In grade nine

Placement by grades follows.

Grade 7

Grade 9

Modem exploration
Pictorial art

Musical instruments
Moving and talking
photography
Grade 8 or G
Great, ren of science

U3) The Results in Plant Life — A swin , toward grade
seven is noticed in Table XII.

Table XII
The Percentages of Response ibr the Several Items in Plant Life
Together with the Critical Ratio of Difference.

Percentage of
Response

Critical Ratio
778
vs. vs. vs.

Items_

7

8 —9--§-9-2_

Recognition of common trees...
Recognition of common shrubs,.
Recognition of common flowers.
Colorless plants and their
recognition...
Recognition of lower green
plants....
Uses of trees and shrubs......
Uses of flowers.•
Flower parts...
Tree and shrub physiology.....
Garden preparation.
Forests and their conservation
Preparation of plants for
seasons..
Importance of plants to man...
?*ork of green plants....
Photosynthesis..

32
25
29

21
14
23

15
12
15

1.4
1.5
0.8

2.2
1.8
1.9

0.9
0.3
1.2

7

13

18

1.1

1.8

0.8

7
20
7
11
7
11
32

10
18
22
30
14
17
27

20
20
27
35
23
20
35

0.8
0.2
2.5
2.7
1.3
0.9
0.6

2.1
3.1
3.3
2.5
1.4
0.3

1.6
0.3
0.6
0.6
1.3
0.4
1.0

13
16
0
0

14
25
0
0

14
30
2
2

0.1
1.2
-

0.1
2.5
—
-

1.2
•
•

-

The small percentages received by the last two Items removed
them from consideration.

Only two items, "Uses of flowers", and

"Flower parts", maintained a critical ratio of over 3.

These
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werts computed in the comparison between grades seven and nine,
thereby placing the two items in grade nine.

The rest of the

items, excepting the lPBt two which are ignored, are placed in
the seventh gr-de because neither of the other . rudos, in the
opinion of the teachers, sosmc to b9 the place for them.

Place¬

ment is as follows:
Grade 7

Grade 8 or 9

Recognition of common trees
Recognition of common shrubs
Recognition of common flov/ers
Colorless plants and their recognition
Recognition of lower green plants
Uses of trees and shrubs
Tree and shrub physiology
Garden preparation
Forests and their conservation
Preparation of plants for seasons
Importance of plants to man

Uses of flov/ers
Flower parts

UiL Results in Animal Life -- A decided trend toward
Grade 3even is noticed in Table XIII.
Table XIII
The Percentage of Response for the Several Items in Animal Life
Together with the Critical Ratio of Difference.

Animals without backbones.,
Microscopic anlmalB...
Animal* with backbones....,
Bird recognition..
Bird life and migration...,
Insect life histories..
Response of animals to the
seasons.• •
Animals useful to man.....
Conservation of wild life.
Llvjng things iri their env'
Phyla...
Shellfish protection.

Percentage of
Response
1
a
1
6
23
7
9
35
9
9
7
23
18
17
29
17
27
29
11
16
29
16
25
27
vt2
0
0

14
15
15
0
0
1

11
26
23
0
2
0

Critical Ratio
71
S~~
VS.
vs.

~7
ye.

2

2

0.2
1.4
1.6
0.2
0.8

2.5
3.5
2.5
1.4
1.6
1.7

2.9
3.7
2.8
1.1
1.4
2.5

0.3
1.5
1.8
-

0.8
0.1
0.5
-

0.5
1.6
1.2
•
—

-

-

-

mm

-

mm
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rrom the above table, we may draw several conclusions.

One,

"microscopic animals" la the only item which Is favored by the
teachers as material for grade nine Instruction.

Two, while

"Animals without backbones" and "Animals with backbones” are al
most favored for grade nine there Is still a little doubt about
placing them In either grade eight or grade nine.

The rest of

the Items, excepting the last three, are placed In grade seven.
Placement follows.
Grade 7

Grade 9

Bird recognition
Bird life and migration
Insect life histories
Resoonse of animals to seasons
Animal8 useful to man
Conservation of wild life

Microscopic animals
Grade 3 or 9
Animals with backbones
Animals without backbones

(15) Results In '■ hysloloi y — The response and cal¬
culation of this group follow In Table XIV.
Table XIV
The Percentages of Resoonse for the several Items in Physiology
Together with the Critical Ratio of Difference.

Items
Slpjlt m m m m • ••**•••••**#***• ...
Hearing,..
Taste...
Nutrl t,1 on al nrocesses...... ...
Respiration .. ...
...
Vaste dl snosal..
...
Muscular svstem
Bone structure.
Teeth••••••••«••••••••••••• ...
Reproductive processes..... ...
Riim/m flAV fidllC'f 11 On ........ ...
h nrvoij s s v s tem.. ...
Circulatory system. ...

Percentage of
Resoonse
7
9
38
36
36
36
4o
29
36
27
40
7
2
o
o

29
25
24
27
31
27
25
27
34
8
0
2
0

53
50
38
42
51
42
38
30
42
23
0
0
0

Critical Ratio
5
7
7
vs, vs. vs.
8
. 9-1.3
1.3
1.4
1.3
1.0
0.2
1.3
0.7
0.2
-

1.6
1.5
0.2
0.3
1.2
1.5
0.2
0.3
0.2
2.5
•

2.9
3.1
1.8
1.8
2.4
1.8
1.7
0.4
1.1
2.5
—
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"Sight" here has nearly, a ratio of 3 when grade nine Is compared
with grade eight.
Item,

In the other cases, the ratio is low.

Another

"Human sex education", does not show enough strength to

warrant consideration about placing It In grade seven, eight, or
nine.

Decause of Its controversial nature. It would seem best

to offer this unit in higher grades If offered at all.

The rest

of the items are low in ratio and are therefore placed In grade
seven.

Grade placement would be as follows:
Grade 7

Grade 9

Taste
Nutritional processes
Respiration
aste disposal
Muscular system
Bone structure
Teeth
Reproductive processes

Sight
Hearing

(16) Results In Hygiene and Health — Table XV shows
the results in tills section.
Table XV
The Percentages of Response for the jeveral Tterns In Hygiene and
Health, Together with the Critical Ratio of Difference.

Items
Cleanliness habits.
Care of the body and parts....
Effect of exercise.
Effects of alcohol and tobacco
The air we breathe.
Common diseases..
Prevention of disease.
Bacteria helpful to man.
First aid.
Planning a vacation..
Bacteria harmful to man.

Percentage of
Response
7
8
9
56
50
49
58
56
40
49
50
50
2
2

48
39
31
39
36
39
4l
39
39
'2
0

42
40
39
51
48
44
53
51
36
0
0

Critical Ratio
~7
7
vs. vs. vs.
8
9
9
1.3
1.2
2.0
1.9
2.2
2.1
0.8
1.2
1.2
-

-

1.5
1.1
1.1
0.7
1.3
0.4
0.4
0.1
1.6
-

0.7
0.1
0.9
1.4
1.4
0.6
1.4
1.4
0.3
-
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The items In Hygiene and Health seem, logically, to fall Into
grade seven.

In three oases, however, we ml, ht see that "Air

we breathe", "Effect of exercise", and "Common diseases" show a
little strength.
In grade eight.

This is not strong enough to warrant placing
The listing for grade seven follows;
Grade 7

Cleanliness habits
The air we breathe
Care of the body and parts
Common diseases
Effect of exercise
Prevention of disease
Effect of alcohol and tobacco
Bacteria helpful to man
First aid
(17) Results In Food and Nutrition — Preference In
regard to these Items Is shown In Table XVI.

Table XVI
The Percentages of aesponse for the Several Items In Food and
Nutrition, Together with the Critical Ratio of Difference.
Critical Ratio
7
7
8
of
Percentage
vs. vs. vs.
Resoonoet
_ 8 .. 3L... -SL-.
7

Items
Types of food
SOUrCeS Of fOOd. ...••■•••eeeee
Uses of food.
Food values...
Selection of foods.....•••••••
Model meaIs.
P r*e> a o rvn 1.1 on of f OOd B. ........
Food advertising.
Community protection of food..

9

36
36
38
35
35
28
31
17

0

2

29

27
27

23
22
18
14

24
23
23
20
18
15
13
6

0.8
1.3
1.3
1.5
1.6

1.3
2.3
1.3

0.6

0.3
0.5
0.4
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.6

1.5
1.7
1.9
2.0
2.3
1.0

2.8
2.2

0

Two conclusions could be drawn from the above table,

one,

"Preservation of foods" shows sufficient strength In two cases
to remove It from grade seven.
designate the exact grade.

There Is not enough evidence to

Two, the remainder of the Items
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should be placed In grade seven.

Placement follows.

Grade 7

Grade 8 or 9

Types of food
Sources of food
Uses of food
Food values
Selection of foods
Model meals
Food advertising

Preservation of food

118) Results In Clothing. — The results In this sec¬
tion are shown In Table XVII.

Table XVII
The Percentages of Response for the Several Items In Clothing
Together with the Critical Ratio of Difference.

Percentage of
Resnonse1
9

Items
Kinds of fabric.
Making of Fabrics.
Making of leather.
Selection of clothing.
Hygiene of clothing.
Protection of clothing....
Clothing advertisements...
Cleansing of clothing.
Fabric tests...

....

2

....

14

....
....
....

2
4
0

22
18
17
22
25
1
8
22
0

42
33
27
31
35
33
20
35
2

Critical Ratio
7
7
vs. vs. vs.
8
9
9
1.3
1.9
3.1
2.5
1.6
1.3
1.6
1.4

3.8
3.9
4.5
3.6
2.8
4.3
3.4
4.8

2.6
2.1
1.4
1.2
1.3
5.5
2.0
1.8

As may be seen by the following grade placement, there Is quite
a bit of doubt as to where certain Items should be taught.

In

several cases, although the ratio between grades seven and nine
are Important, the ratio of the same Item between grades el^ht
and nine are not significant, showing doubt about the placement
of the Item in grade nine.

In some cases (as "Kinds of fabrics")

the ratio In the last column Is not three, but Is large enough
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to sway the Item toward grade nine.

The In teres tin,

grade list

follows.
Grade 7

Grade 8 or 9

Hygiene of clothing

Making of fabrics
Making of leather
Selection of clothing
Clothing advertisements
Cleansing of clothing

Grade 9
Kinds of fabrics
Protection of clothing

USO Results. In Jhen.latry — Chemistry received the
results as shown In Table XVIII.

Table XVIII
The Percentages of Response for the Several Items In Chemistry
Together with the Critical Ratio of Difference,

Percentage of
Response
7
9

Items
Chemistry In the home.
Chemistry In the community....
Chemistry In Industry.........
Chemistry on the farm.
Chemistry In everyday life....
Simplified chemistry.

2
2
2
2
2
2

6
3
1
1
7
2

18
15
17
15
24
0

Critical Ratio
7
7
vs. vs. VB.
9
8_2—
1.2
0.3
0.5
0.5
1.4

3.0
2.9
3.0
2.9
3.9

2.1
2.5
3.9
3.1
2.3

-

"Chemistry In the community" Is an Item from this section which
seems to be In doubt as to placement.

However, with the low

ratios In all columns It would be placed In grade seven.
istry In the home" and "Chemistry In everyday life" are

"Chem¬
alBO

In

doubt In regards to their placement In either grade elC/ht or
nine.

"Chemistry on the farm" and "Chemistry In Industry" seem

to be logical for grade nine.
follows:

The set-up of this

rou

Is as

Grade 7

Grade 9

Chemistry In the community

Chemistry In Industry
Chemistry on the furm

HTPde.8 <?r 9
Chemistry In the home
Chemistry In everyday life
(20) Results In <iuldnnoo -- Because no returns were
made for grade seven, the tabulation which follows Is only for
grades eight and nine.

Sable, X|X
The Percentages of Response for the Several Items In Guidance
Together with the Critical Ratio of Difference.
Critical Ratio
Percentage of
_Fgapopse8 .9

Items
Preview of high school chemistry
Preview of high sohool physics
Preview of high school biology

6
6
3

26
26
30

vs.
9
3.3
3.3
4.8

Here, It Is easily seen that units of this type are moat pupular
In grade nine, particularly biology.

Placement follows.

Grade 9
Preview of high school chemlBtry
Preview of high school physios
preview of high school biology
A summary list of the grade placement Indicated In
this chapter Is shown In Chapter V.

CONCLUSIONS AMD LIMITATIONS

*
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Chaoter V
Conclusions and Limitations
This study was undertaken In the hope that at least
two values might accrue—first, that It would reveal Information
as to what units In science were being taught In the Junior High
Schools of Massachusetts; second, that It would show In what
grades these units were being offered.

The extent to which

these hopes were realized Is shown In the followin,

lists which

summarize the findings in Chapter IV.
(1) Items not beln^ taught — The percentage of re¬
sponse was so small in the case of the following Items that It
can be said that they are not being offered:
Telling, time by the heavenly bodies
Comets and meteors
Diesel engines
G-arbage disposal
Pictorial art
Modem architecture
Work of green plants
Photosynthesis
Living; things in their environment
Phyla
Shellfish protection
Human sex education
Nervous system
Circulatory system
Planning a vacation
Bacteria harmful to man
Community protection of food
Fabric tests
Simplified chemistry
(2) Items taur.ht In Grade VII -- In this list were
placed those Items with no critical ratios, as between grades,
as great as 3.0.

It would appear that teachers see no reason

why these items should not be in grade seven.
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jGrado 7)
The sun and its influence
Ancient beliefs about earth and stars
recognition of common rocks and minerals
Barth formations
Changes in the earth’s surface
Earth materials and their uses
Geology of the region
Temperature
Air pressure
Windmill
Types of Industry
Study of local industry
Factors determining location of Industries
Industrial diseases and their control
Safety in industry
Parks and their use
odem explorations
Recognition of common trees
Recognition of common shrubs
Recognition of common flowers
Colorless plants and their recognition
Lower green plants and their recognition
Uses of trees and shrubs
Tree and shrub physiology
Garden preparation
Forests and their conservation
Preparation of plants for the seasons
Importance of plants to man
Bird recognition
Bird life and migration
Insect life histories
Response of animals to seasons
Animals useful to man
Conservation of wild life
Taste
Nutritional processes
Respiration
Waste disposal
Muscular system
Bone structure
Teeth
Reproductive processes
Cleanliness habits
Care of the body and its parts
Effect of exercise
Effect of alcohol and tobacco
The air we breathe
Common diseases
Prevention of disease
Bacteria helpful to man
First aid
Types of food
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(Grade 7» continued)
Sources of food
Uses of food
Food values
Selection of foods
Model meals
Food advertising
Hygiene of clothing
Chemistry in the community
_(3) Items taught in Grade VIII — In this list would
appear those items which are taught in grade 8 only.

There is,

according to the method used in this study, only one:
Storms.
(4) Items taught in Grade IX — In this list are shown
the items the critical ratios of which indicated their placement
in grade 9.
Fire
Heat
Sound
Light
Primary machines
Steam engine
Water power
Gas engine
Electricity
Transmission of power

Magnetism
Science In industry
Early forms of transportation
Railroad
Transportation by water
Automobile
Airplane
Safe driving
Early forms of communication
Telegraph
Telephone
Wireless
Radio
Television
Building of streets and roads
Protection from fire
Protection from disease
Public service departments
Community planning and zoning
Building materials
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(Grade 9, continued)
Types of buildings
lighting In the home
Heating, and ventilation
Modern conveniences
Musical Instruments
Moving and talking photography
Microscopic animals
Sight

Hearing
Kinds of fabric
Protection of clothing
Chemistry In Industry
Chemistry on the farm
Guidance for future courses In science
X5)—Items In i-rade VIII or IX -- Many Items were
listed In which the critical ratio of difference In response
would Indicate indecision as to whether the Item should be In
grade 8 or 9,

These are:
Theories of earth's origin
The solar system
The sidereal or starry system
The constellations
The moon and its influence
Movements of the earth
Cloud formations
Winds and air currents
Weather corecasting
Sources of power
Water supply
Sewage disposal
Construction of buildings
Water supplies In the home
Great men of science
Uses of flowers
Flower parts
Animals without backbones
Animals with backbones
Preservation of foods
Making of fabrics
Making of leather
Selection of clothing
Clothing advertisements
Cleansing of clothing
Chemistry in the home
Chemistry In everyday life
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I6j General

conelusIona

~ From the above summary,

several conclusions may be drawni
(a)
total

Nineteen Items,

check-list,

of Massachusetts,

or approximately twelve percent of the

are not being taught In the
Whether this

Junior hlLh schools

Is a defect In the check-list

or indicates a lack In the science curriculum will be discussed
In Chapter VI,
(b)

Sixty or approximately thirty-nine percent of the check¬

list comprise a possible offering In grade seven,
(c)

only one Item Is

Indicated as a possible offering only

In grade eight,
(d)

Forty-three or approximately twenty-seven percent of

the check-list are preferably offered In trade nine,
(e)

Thirty Items

or approximately nineteen percent of the

check-list appear controversial.

The critical ratios show in¬

decision as between placement In grade eight or nine,

(f) It would appear that much more study must be made, as
regards the

items In

(e)

above,

to discover their proper grade

placement,
(g)

The agreement as

more pronounced than
(h)

The findings

la

to placement in grade seven is much

the case

in grades eight and nine,

of tide study are not sufficiently clear-

cut to serve as a sole basis for the development of a
high school

course of study

Junior

In science,

A discussion of these conclusions In the light of their
effect upon the major problem of course of study construction
will be found in Chapter VI.
(7)

limitations — If this

study were to be repeated
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or continued,
(a)

the following changes would be made:

The items on the list would be designated as topics

rather than units.

It Is feared that teachers had the Impression

that each Item was to be checked on the basis of whether or not
they offered that Item as a separate unit.

It Is thought pos¬

sible that several Items might very well be offered as part of
another and larger unit.
(b)

Only those schools which offered general Bdence In

the three grades would have been considered.
the overlapping evident
(c)

The

In this

This would prevent

study.

items showing Indecision as between grades eltht

and nine should have been Incorporated In a new check-list and
returned to the
mit.

teachers for a re-checklng.

Time did not per¬

IMPLICATIONS OF CONCLUSIONS

*ft*

ft
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Chapter VI

Implications of Conclusions
In Chapter V appear the conclusions which resulted
from the check-list study.

It remains to discuss and evaluate

these conclusions In the light of utilizing them In the larger
problem facing the writer.

This discussion follows under ap¬

propriate headings.
(1) Items not belm

tauc.ht — These items would be

better discussed under three headings.
(a) Items too difficult for Junior high school might be
the first method of evaluation.

Several of the Items listed as

not being taught are of a difficult nature and too mature for
Junior high school students.

They v/ould perhaps be better taught

In the specialized science of the high school.

These listed are

as follows:
Telling time by the heavenly bodies
Photosynthesis
Phyla
Simplified chemistry
Human sex education
The last item is of controversial nature, and if it is taught at
all, the high school seems the most logical place for its offer¬
ing.
(b) Items which should be included in the curriculum is the
second evaluation.

To make out a well-rounded series of items

in a particular field of science study, there are several of those
listed as not being, taught which should be included for the sake
of sequence and coherence.

Ihy they did not receive the expected

response Is a mystery to the writer.

"Comets and meteors" should

receive some consideration when a class is dealing with planets
and stars in order to make the picture of the heavens complete.
Although they are not quite as common as other methods of trans¬
portation and power, "Diesel engines" should take Its place In
the syllabus because of Its rapid development, end "Garbage dis¬
posal" Is another topic which Is needed to make the sequence of
community study complete.

"Living things In their environment"

Is an Item exceedingly wide In scope; Its use In the curriculum
would encompass many of the items listed In the check-list.

Two

items closely allied to the rest of the work on physiology should
be Included with It; the "Nervous system" and the "Circulatory
system" are as worthy of consideration as "Bone structure" and
"Si^ht" which received noteworthy response in the check-list.
"Shellfish protection" is an item which would be of local Interest
to several communities; while of little value In the Inland towns
It is of special Interest to the municipalities along the shore.
(c) Several of the items could be offered in different
courses.

"Pictorial art" and "Modem architecture" are closely

allied with art; they possibly would receive better emphasis in
this field.

"Planning a vacation" is a topic which would prove

Interesting in many different courses.

It is a type of work

calculated to touch upon or be related to either history, geo¬
graphy, English, snd several other subjects.

"Community protec¬

tion of food" is an Item which would be well placed in social
studies.

The study of the other item® under community would

augment and correlate with this work.

"Fabric tests", an item

which requires scientific approach. Is an item seemingly more
applicable in home econorice than general science.
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l.?J ?t.ema beln^ teu-ht In • -rade seven — On the whole
the list of Items •lgnlflod as best taught In grade seven measures
fairly well to requirements mentioned In chapters one and two.
For the most part the list docs outline a course which would
interpret the child's own environment.
cized as being overly long.

The list ml^ht be criti¬

That Is perhaps true.

Several of

the items might be taught elsewhere and the list made briefer.
"Temperature" and "Air pressure" might well be taught in the
grade where weather and its associated items were being offered.
Those which refer to industry are of a type warranting considera¬
tion in social studies.

The last eight or nine units mentioned

under grade seven in the previous chapter, in relation to food,
would fit very well into the home economics department of the
Junior high school.

The rest would provide a fairly good baslB

for a curriculum in seventh grade science.
(5) Items be la

taught in grade nine — The writer is

quite satisfied with the list of the items for grade nine.

From

his readings the Impressions received were that physical and
dynamic science is the type of work offered in most ninth grade
science courses, while nature study, hygiene, health and other
items relating to the environment are taught in the lower grades.
Several items in the list could be placed in other grades or
subjects in order to produce a better sequence.

"Sight" end

"Hearing", in the opinion of the writer, should be included in
the work relating; to physiology.

"Kinds of fabric

and

protec¬

tion of clothing" seem better placed in the sewing or home econ¬
omics instruction
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1^1.Items, taught In either grade eUht or pfgde nine
If the writer were called upon to make a grade selection of
the Items classified as In doubt, he would follow the procedure
of picking those Items relating, to the Immediate environment
for grade eight and those relating to the application of science
to the environment for grade nine.

The selection by grades

follows:
Grade 8
Theories of the earth's origin
The solar system
The sidereal system
The constellations
The moon and its Influence
Movements of the earth
Cloud formations
Winds and air currents
Weather forecasting
Great men of science
Uses of flowers
Flower parts
Animals with backbones
Animals without backbones
Grade 9
Sources of power
ffater supply
Sewage disposal
Construction of buildings
tfater supply for the home
Chemistry In the home
Chemistry In everyday life
Among those considered as being, doubtful are those dealing v/lth
foods, leather, and clothing.

These could be tau, ht in the home

economics department or be placed In grade eight.
were done, the list would be as follows:
Grade 8
Preservation of foods
Making of fabrics
Making of leather
Selection of clothing
Clothing advertisements
Cleansing of clothing

If the latter
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»<hile this method of choosing subjects may seem unscientific,
it may be seen that If the proced’ire were followed, the con¬
tinuity and sequence of the suggested list for grade nine would
not bo disrupted.

It would al3o provide a list of items as a

basis for eighth grade science.

APIrENDICKS
(1) Sample check-list questionnaire.
(2) Sample computation of critical ratio.

«««
«
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AJBE9ndtx_J.

Presented below la a copy of the check-list question¬
naire used In this study.

George E. Higgins
Burlington, Mass.
AN ANALYSIS OF SCIENCE UNITS TAUGHT
IN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS AMD THEIR GRADE PLACEMENT
The following units uro arranged under the main subject
fields taught In Junior high schools.
Since these are In this
order for my convenience, they may be organized differently from
your own curriculum. However, you will find that you can follow
the sequence by checking down through the list.
Should a unit,
mentioned below, be taught In your school or course, place a
check (
) In the column marked ’’Taught"; In the column entitled
"Grade”, place the number of the grade In which the mentioned
subject Is taught—l.e., 7, 8, or 9.
EXAMPLE
TAUGHT

GRADE
7
9

Early forms of transportation
Community water supply
Geology of the region
Cloud formations

Under each group of units are several lines where units
which are taught In your school and which I have not Included
may be filled In.
CHECK LIST
TAUGHT

GRADE
ASTRONOMY
The solar system
The sun and Its Influence
The sidereal or starry system
The constellations
The moon and Its Influence
Movements of the earth and their results
Theories of the earth’s origin
Ancient beliefs about the stars and the earth
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TAUGHT

GRADE
PHYSIOGRAPHY

Recognition of common rocks and minerals
Earth formations
Chances in the earth’s surface
Earth materials and their uses to man
Soils and their uses
Geology of the region

WEATHER
Temperature
Air pressure
Winds and air currents
Storms
Cloud formations
Weather forecasting

ENERGY AND MACHINES
Fire
Heat
Sound
Light
Primary machines
Steam engine
Water oower
Windmill
Gas engine
Electricity
Transmission of power
Magnetism

INDUSTRY
Types of industry
Study of local industries
Factors determining location
Sources of power
Science in industry
Industrial diseases and control
Safety in industry

TRANSPORTATION
Early forms
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TRANSPORTATION (Continued)
Railroad
Transportation by water
Automobile
Airplane
Safe driving

COMMUNICATION
Early forme
Telegraph
Telephone
Wireless
Radio
Television

COMMUNITY

Water supply
Sewage disposal
Building of streets and roads
Protection from fire
Protection from disease
Park3 and their use
Public service departments
Community planning and zoning

HOMES AND BUILDINGS
Building materials
Types of buildings
Construction
Water supplies
Lighting In the home
Heating and ventilation
Modem conveniences

SCIENCE IN SOCIETY
Modern explorations
Great men of science
Musical instruments
Pictorial art
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TAUGHT

GRADS
SCIENCE IN SOCIETY (Continued)
1. ovlng and talking photography
Modern archltecture

PLANT LIFE
Recognition of common trees
Recognition of common shrubs
Recognition of common flowers
Colorless plants and their recognition
Lower green plants and their recognition
Uses of trees and shrubs
Uses of flowers
Flower parts
Troe and shrub physiology
Garden preparation
Forests and their conservation
Preparation of plants for the seasons
Importance of plants to man

PHYSIOLOGY
Sight
Hearing
Taste
Nutritional processes
Respiration
Viiaste disposal
Muscular system
Bone structure
Tee tii
Reproductive processes
Human sex education

HYGIENE AND HEALTH
Cleanliness habits
Care of the body and Its parts
Effect of exercise
Effects of tobacco and alcohol
The air we breathe
Common diseases
Prevention of disease
Bacteria harmful to man
First aid

ANIMAL LIFE
Animals without backbones
microscopic animals
Animals with backbones
Bird recognition
Bird life and migration
Insect life histories
Response of animals for the seasons
Animals useful to man
Conservation of wild life

FOOD AND NUTRITION
Types of food
Sources of food
Usee of food
Food values
Selection of foods
Model meals
Preservation of foods
Food advertising

CLOTHING
^incis of fabric
Making cf fabrics
taking of leather
Selection of clothing
Cleansing of clothing
Hygiene of clothing
Dyeing of clothing
Protection of clothing
Clothing advertisements

CHEMISTRY
Chemistry
Chemistry
Chemistry
Chemistry
Chemistry

in
in
in
on
in

the home
the community
industry
the farm
everyday life
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TAUGHT

GRADE
DO YOU GIVE GUIDANCE FOR FUTURE COURSES?
Provlow of high school chemistry
Preview of high school physios
preview of high school biology

ADDITIONAL UNITS

DO YOU USE MARKS AS A BASIS FOR JUDGING WHETHER
STUDENTS SHOULD TAKE FUTURE COURSES IN SCIENCE?
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Appendlx II
The critical ratio procedure of computing the re¬
liability of percentage differences may not be familiar to some
readers.

Below Is a sample of the computation Involved, with

the necessary description.

ll) Calculation of the Percentage of Response — This was done
by dividing the number of responses each Item received by the
number of schools which taught science In either grade seven,
eight, or nine.

55 Junior high schools taught science In grade

seven, 72 in grade eight, and 66 In grade nine.
Number of ,>es onses

Percentage of Responses

Grade 7

.109
55)6.000

--

.11
72)6.00

— 11$

.287
66)19.000

— 29$

Grade 8
Grade 9

6
8
19

11%

(2) Calculation of the Standard Error of Percentage — By means
of the formula

CTp s

P£

was found for each Item.

the standard error of the percentage
P Is the percentage, q its complement.

and N the number of schools.
Grade 7.

Grade 8.

Grade 9.

./ll x &9
M/
55

=

4.2

Y

/ll x $9
72

=

3.6

V./22*n
66

r

5.5
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i2l Computation of the Standard Error of Difference
Combinations of trades — The formula

etween

<Tdp « /5jy* +.

2

In thlB procedure, Op^2 la the standard error of grade seven
percentage squared, 0p82 l8 that of grade eight squared, and
Op^ that of grade nine squared.
Standard error of difference between grades 7 and 8:

y'17.8 +■ 13.6

.

5.9

Standard error of difference between grades 7 and 9:

a/17.8 + 31.2

'

7.0

Standard error of difference between grades 8 and 9:
Y'13.6 4-31.2

=

6.7

(4) Computation of the Critical Ratio of Difference

— The

formula -p- was used In this procedure. D is the difference
ud
between the two percentages and CTd the standard error of that
difference.
Critical Ratio between g.rades 7 and 8:
11
0

-11

0

5.9

Critical Ratio between grades 7 and 9:
29

JLS
7.0

=

2.5

Critical Ratio between grades 8 and 9s
29
-1:

18

STf

=

2.6

In this case of the critical ratio, none of the combinations
showed a ratio as large as 3.0.
cant difference In response.

Therefore, there was no signifi¬
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